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A series of recent experiments has provided valuable insight into the decision-making processes that lead to endpoint selection in the context of positive and negative outcomes. Trommershäuser et al. (2003a, b) quantified an optimal movement endpoint that maximizes the expected gain that is based on the actor's endpoint variability in relation to the payoff structure of the aiming environment. In constructing and testing the model of maximum expected gain (MEG), participants in their studies were presented with a target circle that was partially overlapped by an equivalently sized penalty circle. If participants hit the target circle within a time constraint, they received a small reward in the form of points that the participant exchanged for money at the end of the study. If they hit the penalty circle, the participants lost points. If they hit the overlapping area between the two circles, the participants would receive the sum of the target and penalty circle values. Finally, missing both circles resulted in zero points.
The optimal movement endpoint is the point in space with the MEG in terms of points, and therefore, a rational movement planner should aim for this optimal endpoint. The optimal endpoint is calculated based on the probability of hitting the penalty and/or target regions (given the participant's endpoint variability) and the positive or negative gain associated with each of these regions. The implications of the model for endpoint selection are as follows. Given that there will be some variability in the endpoints of rapid aiming movements, participants should aim to the center of the circle to maximize their expected gain if the target circle is presented alone. In the presence of the penalty circle, however, participants should shift their intended endpoint away from the penalty circle (and thereby, shift away from the target center) to avoid accumulating an excessive number of penalty hits. Conditions that prescribe an increased shift of endpoint away from the target center include: decreasing the distance between the centers of the target and penalty circle (i.e., increasing the amount of overlap between the circles); increasing the magnitude of the loss associated with the penalty circle; and an increase in a participant's endpoint variability. Trommershäuser et al. (2003a, b) demonstrated that following training, participants changed their movement endpoint with changing distance and penalty parameters. In other studies, it was observed that participants were also able to adapt their endpoint to changes in endpoint variability (Gepshtein et al. 2007; Trommershäuser et al. 2005 ). For instance, Trommershäuser et al. (2005) increased participants' endpoint variability by perturbing visual feedback of the fingertip location away from the actual location of the fingertip on the screen. Results showed that participants could compensate for the externally imposed noise and aim close to the optimal endpoint. Based on these findings, the authors of these studies concluded that participants' behavior is consistent with the model of a rational motor decision maker.
Overall, previous research has shown that people can adapt their endpoint to approach or achieve the optimal locations predicted by the MEG model when the environment remains constant (Neyedli and Welsh 2013; Trommershäuser et al. 2003a, b) . It is not clear, however, if participants will adapt their endpoints when the environmental parameters change frequently, particularly when the penalty values change trial to trial. In the original tests of participants' performance compared with the MEG model, the penalty value was varied between blocks of trials (Trommershäuser et al. 2003a, b) . To elucidate, participants in these studies first trained in a movement context in which the penalty circle was worth zero points. Following training, participants completed a series of 30 aiming movements to a target/penalty configuration with one penalty value (e.g., Ϫ100 points) and then switched to a new value (e.g., Ϫ500 points) for the next block of 30 aiming movements. Within these blocks of trials, however, the distance between the target and penalty circle varied from trial to trial. Overall, it was observed that the participants' mean endpoint changed with the different penalty and distance values. Although not the original purpose of the study, one can conclude from examining the methods and findings that participants can rapidly adapt to the changing distance parameter, because this parameter changed from trial to trial. No such conclusion can be drawn about the rapid adaptation to changing penalty values, because this parameter was changed across blocks of trials.
In an attempt to gain some insight into whether the observed shift in endpoint associated with changing penalty values was instantaneous, Trommershäuser et al. (2003a) plotted the endpoints for each trial against the mean endpoint for a single subject through the course of the block. It was reasoned that a visual "hill-climbing pattern" in the data, where the selected endpoint gradually shifted toward the new optimal location, would indicate that the participant did not adapt instantaneously and that the participant may have needed feedback to adjust to an optimal value over the course of a block. The authors noted no such visual pattern in the data and hence, concluded that people can rapidly adapt their endpoint to the changing penalty context and that feedback or experience with the new payoff context was not needed for the adaptation to manifest. It is possible, however, that this methodological approach (i.e., visually examining a single participant's data) may not have been sensitive enough to detect this behavior, because the large variability associated with the participant's endpoint may have masked any visual hill-climbing pattern in the endpoints. Furthermore, the task involved a constant context throughout the block or trials (i.e., not trial to trial), which does not address if and how people can change their selected endpoint in a rapidly changing environment.
There is reason to believe that people may not adapt optimally in a new context, because recent research has shown that participants were suboptimal when initially exposed to a motor-decision task (Neyedli and Welsh 2013) . In this study, participants were not given a training session (Trommershäuser et al. 2003a ) but were immediately exposed to the testing configuration, in which participants gained a small amount of points (100) for target contact and lost a relatively large number of points (500) for penalty contact. By examining averaged data across participants and blocks of 50 trials, it was observed that participants initially aimed significantly closer to target center than optimal and then shifted their mean endpoint to a more optimal location with increasing task experience. Such a pattern of endpoint adaptation is consistent with the hill-climbing pattern described above. Based on this data, it was concluded that participants required experience and feedback to aim closer to an optimal location when initially exposed to the task.
The purpose of the present study was to determine if participants quickly adapted their endpoint and maximized gain, in accordance with the MEG model, when the penalty value or distance between the two circles varied from trial to trial. Even though previous research has revealed that people can effectively adapt their endpoint when the distance between the two circles varies from trial to trial (Trommershäuser et al. 2003a, b) , a distance condition was included in the present design to provide a replication of previous work and to contrast to the key penalty condition. In the present studies, participants were presented with a target and penalty configuration that varied in only one dimension within a block of trials. In the Penalty block, the distance between the center of the circles was held constant, but the value of the penalty circle was varied randomly between Ϫ100 points and Ϫ600 points. In the Distance block, the penalty value was held constant, but the centers of the circles were randomly presented, either 9 mm (1 radius ϭ close condition) or 13.5 mm (1.5 radii ϭ far condition) apart.
There were two main aims for the present study. The first aim was to determine whether participants change their endpoint when the distance or penalty parameters change from trial to trial. Assuming, based on previous work (Trommershäuser et al. 2003a, b) , that participants change their endpoint in the different contexts, the second aim was to determine if participants change their endpoint to maximize gain, as predicted by the MEG model, in each of the aiming contexts. If participants only adapt their endpoint (optimally or otherwise) in one of the conditions, then this result would suggest that one parameter (e.g., distance or value) is more meaningful or more easily accessible to the actor and is more heavily weighted in the decision-making process.
Based on previous studies (Trommershäuser et al. 2003a, b) , it was predicted that participants would modify their endpoint in the changing distance condition (aim 1) in a manner predicted by the MEG model (aim 2). If, as concluded previously through a visual examination of a single participant's endpoints, people can rapidly adjust to changing value parameters, then participants should aim to the optimal mean endpoint when the penalty value changes from trial to trial. Such a pattern of findings would reveal that value and probability information are both weighted accurately by the decision/ motor system, and feedback is not required to adjust to changing value parameters. On the other hand, it is possible that participants do not adjust their endpoint optimally when the penalty values change from trial to trial. This contrasting finding from the distance condition would, first, indicate that probability and value information are treated or processed differently by the motor system. Second, a null finding in the penalty value condition would indicate that a difficulty in dealing with value information (as opposed to probability information) requires participants to have a consistent environment and feedback to aim to an optimal location (Neyedli and Welsh 2013) .
METHODS

Experiment 1
Participants. Twelve naive participants (four men) from the University of Toronto student population were recruited for the study. The participants were right-hand dominant, had normal or corrected-tonormal vision, and ranged in age from 19 to 34 years old. Two participants were excluded from the study. The first participant was excluded after the practice session (described below), because he failed to move within the time constraint on over one-half of the trials. The other participant was excluded from analysis following data collection, because she initiated her aiming movement before the target appeared in the majority of trials during the test sessions, invalidating the time constraint (described below).
The study consisted of two, 45-min sessions on separate days. The participants provided written, informed consent before data collection and were compensated a base amount of 14 Canadian dollars (CAD; 7 CAD for each session) for their time in the study, plus a bonus of 0.50 CAD for every 1,000 points they received during Penalty and Distance blocks (described below) in the second session. Participants received between 0 CAD and 7.55 CAD as a bonus. Participants were informed of the payoff structure before they began the experiment. The procedures conformed to the Helsinki Declaration and were approved by Office of Research Ethics at the University of Toronto.
Apparatus. Participants sat ϳ40 cm in front of the center of a 21.5-in. ViewSonic touch-screen monitor (resolution: 1,280 ϫ 1,080 pixels), with their right index finger placed on a 1.2-cm diameter button. The button was positioned such that it was aligned with the center of the screen, 5 cm in front of the screen and 9 cm below the bottom edge of the screen. The experiment was conducted using a custom-made program (MatLab; Mathworks, Natick, MA).
Procedure. TRAINING SESSION. Participants completed a training session of 300 trials on the first day. At the start of the training session, participants were given written instructions that explained the aiming task and the following payoff structures. They would lose 700 points if they did not touch the screen within the total time constraint (i.e., the time constraint was the upper limit of the time allotted for planning and executing the movement without the participant incurring a penalty). The time constraint was 5,000 ms for the first 15 trials, 950 ms for trials 16 -100, and 750 ms for the remaining 200 trials. The tapering of the time constraint was to allow participants to become familiar with the spatial constraints of the aiming task and to increment the timing constraints (Trommershäuser et al. 2003a) . If the participants missed both the target and penalty area, then then they received zero points. Their hitting the target resulted in a gain of 100 points, and hitting the penalty area resulted in a loss of 100 points. Participants received the combined value of zero points for hitting the overlapping area between the target and penalty areas. To ensure that participants were familiar with the payoff structure, they had to answer written questions that quizzed them on the instructions before beginning the training session.
Each trial started with a 9-mm ϫ 9-mm fixation cross appearing at the center of a black screen for 1,000 ms. The fixation cross was replaced by the blue outline of a 115-mm ϫ 80-mm rectangle that indicated the area where the target could appear (Fig. 1) . After 500 ms, the target and penalty configuration appeared in a randomly selected location within the blue rectangle. Similar to the methods used by Trommershäuser et al. (2003a, b) , the location of the target was varied on each trial so that the participants were not able to preplan their movement to a single target location. The rectangle was used to constrain the target location so that the amplitude of movement would not vary greatly between trials. Each circle had a diameter of 18 mm, and the circles overlapped by 1 radius or 9 mm. An open green circle represented the target area. The penalty area appeared as a solid orange circle and could appear on either the right or left side of the target circle.
When the participant completed an aiming movement and touched the screen, the blue rectangle area would fill in orange for a penalty touch, green for a target touch, one-half orange and one-half green for an overlapping area touch, white for a miss, and yellow if the participant exceeded the time constraint. In addition, the points gained or lost on that trial were displayed above the rectangle for 500 ms. The rectangle area then disappeared, and the participant's cumulative score was displayed for 1,000 ms. If the participant anticipated the target appearing (effectively, the "go" signal) by releasing the start button before the target appeared or Ͻ100 ms after the target appeared, then the screen displayed instructions that he/she must wait until the target appeared, and no score was recorded for that trial.
EXPERIMENTAL SESSION. The experimental session consisted of three blocks of trials, all of which had a time constraint of 750 ms. The first block was considered warm-up and consisted of 50 trials under conditions that were the same as the practice trials. The warm-up was followed by the two test blocks: a random Penalty block and a random Distance block consisting of 100 trials each. The order of the test blocks was counter balanced across participants. In each of these blocks, the distance or penalty parameters were chosen randomly for each trial. Participants were informed of these changes through written instructions before each block. The trials were similar to those in the practice and warm-up sessions, except for the differences noted below.
In the random Penalty block, the distance between the circles was kept constant at 9 mm (1 radius), but the penalty value changed randomly on each trial. One-half (50) of the trials had a penalty value of Ϫ100 points, and the other one-half had a penalty value of Ϫ600 points. To ensure that participants were aware of the value of the penalty circle, the circle appeared orange (as in the practice trials) for the Ϫ100 point trials and red for the Ϫ600 point trials. In addition, before the fixation cross appearing, text appeared at the center of the screen for 1,000 ms, stating either "Ϫ100 pts" or "Ϫ600 pts" in either orange or red text, respectively. The prenotification of condition was to allow for sufficient time (Ͼ400 ms used previously) (Trommershäuser et al. 2006 ) for participants to process the value information associated with the upcoming target/penalty configuration [see also Platt and Glimcher (1999) ].
In the random Distance block, the penalty value remained constant at Ϫ100 points, but the distance between the circles changed randomly between two distances. The distance between the two circles was 9 mm (1 radius) for one-half (50) of the trials and 13.5 mm (1.5 radii) for the other one-half of the trials. Similar to the Penalty block, participants were informed of the upcoming distance condition via text, stating either "Close" or "Far," which appeared for 1,000 ms before the fixation cross appeared.
Data reduction and analysis. Only data from the Penalty and Distance test blocks were analyzed. Reaction time (RT) was measured from the moment the target appeared until the moment the participant lifted his or her finger off of the start button. Movement time (MT) was measured from the moment when the finger lifted off of the button until the moment the participant touched the screen. Total response time (TT) was the sum of RT and MT. The location touched on the screen was recorded in pixels with a resolution of 4 pixels/mm. Following data collection, all endpoints were normalized so that target center was the origin. For trials where the penalty circle appeared to the right of the target circle, the x-axis position was multiplied by Ϫ1 so that positive values indicate a shift rightward from the target center (away from the penalty circle) for all trials. Endpoint data from trials in which the participant anticipated target appearance (RT Ͻ100 ms) or exceeded the time constraint (Ͼ750 ms) were eliminated from the data set.
The analysis of endpoint will focus on the x-axis, because it is in this dimension that the hypothesized shift would occur toward or away from target center. For each penalty and distance parameter, the mean endpoint ( x) was computed as well as the variability ( x ). To calculate the optimal movement endpoint, the following equation for MEG (Trommershäuser et al. 2003a, b) was maximized over all possible endpoints
where G i represents the gain associated with each region, and P(R i | x,y,) indicates the probability of hitting region R i within the time constraint, given the intended endpoint (x,y) and the participant's endpoint variability (). The only free parameter in this equation is the participant's endpoint variability. For the analysis of optimal movement endpoint, each participant's variability was modeled using bivariate Gausian distribution
where ϭ ( x, y) and |Α| are the determinants of the covariance matrix of the endpoint distribution. Consistent with previous studies, the probability and negative gain associated with the timeout penalty were omitted, because timeout penalties did not differ over endpoints (Neyedli and Welsh 2013; Trommershauer et al. 2003a, b) . From Eq. 1, the probability of region R i was calculated by integrating the probability of hitting each point over region R i
with participants' variability () modeled by the bivariate Gaussian distribution (Eq. 2). Equation 3 was integrated numerically using Monte Carlo methods (Press et al. 1992) . The result then can be used to maximize Eq. 1 to find the optimal mean endpoint. To compare the performance of the participants with the predictions of optimal endpoint from the MEG model, we subtracted the optimal endpoint from x to produce differences in endpoint (x diff ) for each block of trials for each participant. A negative x diff suggests that a participant's endpoint was closer to target center than optimal, and a positive x diff suggests that the endpoint was farther from target center than optimal.
In the Distance block, RT, MT, TT, x, and were compared between the close and far conditions using paired t-tests. The same comparisons were completed between the Ϫ100 point and Ϫ600 point trials in the Penalty block. Finally, to determine if there is a difference between the actual endpoint and the optimal endpoint, the differences in endpoint for each condition were compared with zero using a one-sample t-test. Omnibus analyses comparing these values across the Distance and Penalty blocks were not done, because such comparisons were not theoretically relevant and not meaningful, due to the fact that the calculated MEG was different for the different conditions. It was not possible for the present study to have a factorial design [i.e., the difference in optimal endpoint should not be expected for the two "easier" (higher gain) and two "harder" (lower gain) Distance and Penalty conditions], because the endpoint difference for each subject in each condition depends on the characteristics of each participant's endpoint distribution. Alpha (␣) was initially set at 0.05. To control for increases in family-wise error rate, due to multiple comparisons, ␣ was corrected for each of the dependent variables analyzed in the separate conditions-Distance and Penalty (Bonferroni correction for the six dependent variables: ␣ ϭ 0.008).
Experiment 2
The purpose of experiment 2 was, similar to experiment 1, to determine whether participants adapted their mean endpoint in accordance with the MEG model when the penalty and distance parameters varied from trial to trial. The different patterns in the optimality of participants' endpoint selection in experiment 1 may have emerged, because there was a lower overall MEG in the Penalty than the Distance block compared with training. Therefore, the specific purpose of experiment 2 was to determine whether the opposite change in MEG between the two blocks affected participants' endpoint selection. In other words, experiment 2 was designed to determine whether participants would adapt their endpoint selection in both the Distance and Penalty blocks when the shift required in both novel conditions was inward toward the target center.
To this end, the training session and Distance block of experiment 2 were modified so that the new target/penalty configuration (the configuration not presented in training) for both the Penalty and Distance blocks would have a higher MEG than the configuration presented in training. Therefore, in each block, the new target/penalty configuration would have an optimal movement endpoint that was closer to target center than the target/penalty configuration used in training. If the difference in results between the Penalty and Distance blocks in experiment 1 was due to the higher MEG and the inward shift of optimal endpoint in the Distance block compared with training, then participants should sufficiently change their endpoint in response to both changing distance and penalty parameters in the second experiment, because both would require inward endpoint shifts. If the different patterns of results between the Distance and Penalty blocks were not due to the difference in MEG compared with training between the blocks, then the results of experiment 2 should be similar to experiment 1, where participants change their endpoint with changing distance parameters but do not change their endpoint sufficiently for changing penalty parameters.
Participants. Eleven new, naive participants (two men) from the University of Toronto student population were recruited for the study using the same criteria and compensation structure as experiment 1. Participants received bonuses ranging from 0 CAD to 6.45 CAD in experiment 2.
Apparatus, stimuli, and design. The methods were the same as experiment 1, except for a modification of the value of the penalty circle during the training session and the Distance block. Participants completed training using a target/penalty configuration with an overlap of 1 radius, a target circle worth 100 points, and a penalty circle worth Ϫ600 points (see Table 1 for summary of target/penalty configuration parameters). In the Distance block, the penalty circle was now worth Ϫ600 points, and similar to experiment 1, the circles were spaced 1 radius or 1.5 radii apart in the close and far conditions, respectively. The Penalty block remained the same as in experiment 1 (with a spacing of 1 radius), and the penalty circle was worth Ϫ100 or Ϫ600 points. Therefore, in contrast to experiment 1, in the Penalty and Distance blocks, the new configuration-not used in traininghad a higher MEG than the configuration used in training, necessitating an optimal endpoint that is closer to target center than that in the training configuration.
RESULTS
Experiment 1: Temporal Measures
For the Distance block, the difference between the close and far conditions was not significant for RT, MT, or TT (P Ͼ 0.30). For the Penalty block, the difference between the Ϫ100 point and Ϫ600 point trials did not reach significance for RT [t(9) ϭ 2.01, P Ͼ 0.06] and MT [t(9) ϭ 1.41, P Ͼ 0.10]. With these measures combined to generate TT, the effect was close to significant, with TTs 5 ms longer in the Ϫ600 point trials than in the Ϫ100 point trials [t(9) ϭ 3.24, P ϭ 0.01; Fig. 2A ]. The small magnitude temporal differences likely approached significance because there was low variability in the temporal data, given the strict TT constraint (Ͻ750 ms).
Experiment 1: Spatial Measures
In the Distance block, there was no difference in endpoint variability between the close trials and the far trials [t(9) ϭ 0.89, P Ͼ 0.3; Fig. 2B ]. In the Penalty block, the difference in endpoint variability between the Ϫ100 and Ϫ600 point trials approached conventional thresholds of significance [t(9) ϭ 3.10, P Ͼ 0.008], where there was a trend toward higher variability in the Ϫ600 point trials than the Ϫ100 point trials (Fig. 2B) .
Consistent with predictions for endpoint selection in the Distance block,
x was significantly closer to target center in the far trials than the close trials [t(9) ϭ 3.80, P Ͻ 0.008], with the average endpoints differing by 6 pixels (1.5 mm; Fig. 2C ). In the Penalty block, x was significantly closer to target center in the Ϫ100 point trials than the Ϫ600 point trials [t(9) ϭ 3.98, P Ͻ 0.008]. Although the difference in chosen endpoints was in the predicted direction, the difference between the Ϫ100 and Ϫ600 point trials was only 1 pixel (0.25 mm). Given the small magnitude of the difference combined with trends toward larger variability in the Ϫ600 trials, it is unlikely that the shift in this condition was optimal.
To determine if the endpoint shifts in the different conditions were optimal, x diff in each condition was compared with zero. The analysis revealed that x diff was not significantly different from zero in the close trials [t(9) ϭ 0.78, P Ͼ 0.30] and the far trials [t(9) ϭ 0.05, P Ͼ 0.30] in the Distance block and the Ϫ100 point trials [t(9) ϭ 0.11, P Ͼ 0.30] in the Penalty block. These findings indicate that the actual selected endpoints were not significantly different from optimal, as calculated by the MEG model (Fig. 2D) . For the Ϫ600 point condition, however, x diff was significantly different from zero [t(9) ϭ 5.73, P Ͻ 0.008], with participants aiming close to target center than optimal.
Experiment 2: Temporal Measures
For the Distance block, the difference between the close and far conditions was not significant for RT [t(10) ϭ 0.937, P Ͼ 0.10] but was significant for MT [t(10) ϭ 3.63, P Ͻ 0.008] and The text in parentheses indicates the location of the optimal endpoint (x opt ) in that condition relative to the optimal endpoint in the training condition for that experiment.
TT [t(10) ϭ 4.28, P Ͻ 0.008], with MT 7 ms longer and TT 9 ms longer in the close condition than the far condition (Fig. 3A) . For the Penalty block, the difference between the Ϫ100 and Ϫ600 point condition was not significant for RT, MT, or TT (P Ͼ 0.30).
Experiment 2: Spatial Measures
In the Distance block, there was no difference in endpoint variability between the close trials and the far trials [t(10) ϭ 0.81, P Ͼ 0.3] nor was there a difference in variability between the Ϫ100 and Ϫ600 point trials in the Penalty block [t(10) ϭ 0.74, P Ͼ 0.30; Fig. 3B] .
As predicted and similar to experiment 1, x in the Distance block was significantly closer to target center in the far trials than in the close trials [t(10) ϭ 6.57, P Ͻ 0.008; Fig. 3C ]. In contrast to experiment 1, where there was a small (1 pixel/0.25 mm), significant difference between Ϫ100 and Ϫ600 point trials, there was a nonsignificant, 2-pixel (0.5-mm) difference in x between the two penalty values in the Penalty block [t(10) ϭ 1.53, P Ͼ 0.10]. Because the two sets of penalty conditions were the same across experiments 1 and 2, the results from the two experiments were combined into a 2 (Experiment: 1 and 2) ϫ 2 (Penalty Value: Ϫ100 points and Ϫ600 points) mixed ANOVA with Experiment as a between-subjects factor and Penalty Value as a within-subjects factor. The ANOVA revealed a main effect for Experiment [F(1,19) ϭ 11.81, P Ͻ 0.01], with endpoints in experiment 2 closer to the penalty circle than in experiment 1. Although not the main focus of the paper, this difference may be due to the difference in training protocol. With the increased number of participants included in the analysis, the effect for Penalty Value was also significant [F(1,19) ϭ 5.15, P Ͻ 0.05], indicating a statistically reliable difference between mean endpoints in the Ϫ100 and Ϫ600 contexts when the data are collapsed across experiments. It should be noted, however, that this was a small difference in magnitude of Ͻ2 pixels (Ͻ0.5 mm) relative to the difference seen in the Distance condition.
Mean endpoint was not significantly different from optimal (x diff ) in the far trials of the Distance block [t(10) ϭ 1.09, P Ͼ 0.3]. The difference from optimal approached significance in the close trials of the Distance block [t(10) ϭ 2.26, P Ͼ 0.04] and in the Ϫ100 point condition in the Penalty block [t(10) ϭ 2.96, P Ͼ 0.01]. The trend in the endpoints for the close trials showed that participants tended to aim closer to target center than optimal (Fig. 3D) . The trend in the Ϫ100 point condition was that people tended to aim farther from the target center than optimal. Furthermore, when the results were combined for experiments 1 and 2 in the Penalty condition, the increased number of participants made the trend significant for the participants in the Ϫ100 point condition to aim farther from target center than optimal [t(20) ϭ 2.12, P Ͻ 0.05]. As in experiment 1, x diff was significantly different from 0 in the Ϫ600 point condition [t(10) ϭ 4.60, P Ͻ 0.008], in which people aimed closer to target center than was optimal. These results indicate that although combining the data for both experiments led to a significant difference in endpoints ( x) in the Penalty condition, the small difference (Ͻ0.5 mm) was suboptimal.
DISCUSSION
Experiment 1
The goal of experiment 1 was to determine whether participants adjusted their chosen endpoint when value or distance parameters changed on a trial-by-trial basis and if so, whether these adjustments were optimal according to the MEG model. Previous studies had varied only distance between the target and penalty circles from trial to trial and showed that participants were able to adjust their mean endpoint to randomly changing distance parameters (Trommershäuser et al. 2003a, b) .
Experiment 1 replicated this finding. The unique aspect of the present study was that the values associated with the penalty circle were varied from trial to trial in a separate block of trials. The novel result from this penalty condition was that participants did not sufficiently change their mean endpoint when the value of the penalty circle changed from trial to trial (see data in Fig. 2) . Although mean endpoint was significantly farther away from the target center on the Ϫ600 point trials than on the Ϫ100 point trials, the distance between the endpoints on the Ϫ100 and Ϫ600 point trials was very small (1 pixel/0.25 mm), with participants in the Ϫ600 point condition aiming very close to the optimal endpoint for the Ϫ100 point condition. Furthermore, the endpoint was 3 mm closer to target center (in the context of a target with a 9-mm radius) than optimal in the Ϫ600 point trials. Based on these data, we conclude from the results that participants shifted their endpoints with changing distance parameters but did not adequately shift their endpoints with changing penalty parameters.
There are a number of potential reasons why participants adequately adjusted their selected endpoints to the changing values in the Distance block but not in the Penalty block. First, participants may be better able to weigh changing probabilities associated with varying distance than changing penalty values. Because spatial properties are crucial components of action planning, the motor system may be better able to adapt to these rapidly changing factors through more direct connections in the dorsal visual stream (Cisek and Kalaska 2010) . The value of the penalty region requires greater interpretation and likely involves a more indirect (i.e., ventral) route to the motor system. Thus the more direct connection through the dorsal stream could be the mechanism through which participants are better able to adapt to changing probabilities in the aiming task.
Another reason for the difference in performance between the Penalty and Distance blocks may be related to the training and methodology used in experiment 1.The new configuration not present in training had a higher MEG in the Distance block, necessitating the participant's endpoint shift inward, whereas the new configuration in the Penalty block had a lower MEG, necessitating an outward shift of endpoint (Table 1) . Thus there may have been a hysteresis effect in the Penalty block when the participants were presented with a new penalty configuration, and participants were not able to adapt their endpoint outward (i.e., away from target center and toward the neutral "miss" area) to a more beneficial location. The differing levels of MEG or direction of shift required (toward or away from target center) may have led to the different pattern of results between the Distance and Penalty blocks. Experiment 2 was designed to explore this latter possibility further.
Experiment 2
The purpose of experiment 2 was to determine whether participants adjusted their endpoint when distance and penalty parameters changed from trial to trial, when the change in MEG compared with training was consistent in the Penalty and Distance blocks. In both the Distance and Penalty blocks, the target/penalty configuration that was not present in training had a higher MEG, requiring an endpoint that was closer to target center than during training (see Table 1 ). The participants adjusted their endpoint to changing distance parameters but did not adequately adjust to changing penalty parameters. This result is consistent with the results of experiment 1, indicating that the introduction of a lower MEG value for the new configuration in the Penalty block in experiment 1 was not the source of the participants' inability to change their endpoint adequately with the changing penalty values. Therefore, in both studies, participants more effectively shifted their endpoint to changing distance (probability) than to changing penalty circle values.
To understand what factors may contribute to optimal vs. suboptimal performance, it is important to compare the differences between experiments 1 and 2. First, the penalty circle was worth Ϫ100 points in the training session in experiment 1 and was Ϫ600 points in experiment 2. Although all aspects of the Penalty block remained the same between the two studies, the aiming movements in the experimental session showed different patterns of endpoint selection. In both experiments, the endpoints for the Ϫ600 point condition were not in the optimal location. In the Ϫ100 point condition, however, the endpoints in experiment 1 were indistinguishable from the optimal location (0.1 mm difference), whereas in experiment 2, there was a trend for the Ϫ100 to be farther (Ͼ1 mm) away from the penalty circle than optimal. As a result, in experiment 1, the chosen endpoints for both the Ϫ100 and Ϫ600 point trials were at the Ϫ100 point optimal endpoint location, whereas the chosen endpoints in experiment 2 were at a location that was between the optimal endpoints. Furthermore, the between-Experiment analysis shows that in the Penalty condition, participants in experiment 2 endpoints were closer to the penalty circle than the endpoints in experiment 1. It is likely that the change in training protocols (penalty values of Ϫ100 and Ϫ600 points in experiment 1 and experiment 2, respectively) contributed to a difference in aiming strategy, but the current methods and study design do not allow for further elaboration as to why training conditions affected performance. Further research should explore this issue. It is important to note that although this difference in training protocol may have influenced the between-Experiment differences, the overall finding that people did not adapt endpoints sufficiently to rapidly changing values in the Penalty blocks was not affected by training conditions.
The second difference between experimental protocols was that the penalty circle in the Distance block was worth Ϫ100 points in experiment 1 and Ϫ600 points in experiment 2. Therefore, in the Penalty and Distance blocks, there was a target/penalty configuration (close distance with a Ϫ600 point penalty circle) that required a large shift away from target center in experiment 2. In the Penalty blocks where this configuration was present, participants aimed closer to the target center than optimal (with a trend in the same direction for the Distance block of experiment 2). This result is consistent with Neyedli and Welsh (2013) , where participants aimed closer to target center than optimal in the presence of a Ϫ500 point penalty circle with a 1-radius overlap with the target circle. The participants may have performed suboptimally when this large shift was required, because the optimal mean endpoints in these conditions were close to the target edge, and such a strategy would likely increase the number of misses (i.e., contacts with the neutral zone). This approach to endpoint selection indicates that participants were misweighting some aspect of the environment (e.g., the participants overweighted the benefit of a target hit, were biased to avoid a miss, or underweighted the loss of the large penalty value), resulting in them not maximizing their gain. Although not the main focus of the present study, this result is consistent with Neyedli and Welsh (2013) and may reveal a bias; future research should explore this further.
The participants' hesitation to shift their endpoint with extreme values may have contributed to the results in the Penalty block in experiments 1 and 2, as well as in the nonsignificant trend in the close trials in the Distance block of experiment 2, but does not fully explain the difference in endpoint adaptations between the Distance and Penalty blocks. Participants were still able to change their endpoint by Ͼ6 pixels between the close and far conditions of the Distance block of experiment 2 (similar to experiment 1) and importantly, were optimal in the far trials that they had not experienced in training. Therefore, it can be concluded that participants effectively shift their endpoint in a manual-aiming task with rapid changing probabilities (spatial parameters) but do not adequately adapt their endpoints with rapidly changing values.
General Discussion
The goal of the present research was to explore whether participants would change their endpoint when the distance or penalty values associated with the environment changed from trial to trial. The results showed that participants did not optimally adapt their endpoint in response to the rapidly changing payoffs but adapted their endpoint to the changing distance between the two circles. These findings indicate that the distance (probability) and payoff parameters were treated or processed differently by the motor system and that consistent feedback is likely necessary for participants to integrate payoff information into the motor decision to select an optimal endpoint. Although the present findings in the Distance block are consistent with previous research, in which the distance between the two circles varied from trial to trial (Trommershäuser et al. 2003a, b) , the results in the Penalty blocks stand in contrast to the conclusions of Trommershäuser et al. (2003a) , who concluded that people rapidly adapt their endpoints to changing penalty parameters. Before addressing the possible mechanisms underlying the differences in endpoint adaptation in the Distance and Penalty blocks, we will compare and contrast the methods and conclusions of studies examining the adaptation of endpoint to different penalty values.
Endpoint selection to different penalty values. In the Trommershäuser et al. (2003a) study, the penalty values were blocked, such that participants completed a series of movements with one penalty value before completing another set with the other penalty value. There is some evidence for a replication of such a between-block difference in the current study via a comparison of the endpoints in the Distance blocks in experiments 1 and 2. When the penalty circle was Ϫ100 points in experiment 1, participants' endpoints were closer to target center than in experiment 2, when the penalty circle was Ϫ600 points {1.8 mm closer in the close trials [t(20) ϭ 3.33, P Ͻ 0.008] and 1.7 mm closer in the far trials [t(20) ϭ 3.67, P Ͻ 0.008]}. These findings indicate that there were differences in endpoint when the penalty value is blocked rather than when the penalty value changed from trial to trial in the Penalty blocks. These between-Experiment differences in endpoint are comparable in magnitude with the differences observed in the distance conditions within each experiment (1.5 mm in experiment 1 and 1.6 mm in experiment 2) and are four to eight times larger than the differences in endpoints in the penalty conditions (0.25 mm in experiment 1 and 0.5 mm in experiment 2). Overall, the data suggest that participants were, on the whole, sensitive to the different penalty values when presented in different blocks but not optimally so when the penalty value was changed from trial to trial within a block. The betweenblock differences in the present studies should be interpreted with some caution, however, because they involve betweengroup comparisons in performance as opposed to withinsubjects comparisons in Trommershäuser et al. (2003a) .
In their blocked experiment, Trommershäuser et al. (2003a) concluded that participants were able to change their endpoint rapidly when the penalty value changed in a new block, based on the visual examination in one participant's endpoints, which did not appear to gradually shift (i.e., hill climb) from the endpoint from the previous block to the new endpoint. Careful consideration of the variability in the endpoint and the differing methodologies may help rectify the difference in the results and conclusions of the previous and present studies. Examining a single individual's endpoints over time may not have revealed a consistent and visibly identifiable pattern in the previous study, because there was large endpoint variability relative to the small aiming area. In the present study, the values changed randomly on a trial-to-trial basis and thus more directly investigated rapid adaption. Furthermore, endpoint selection was assessed across a number of people using the measure of mean endpoint, likely increasing the resolution, sensitivity, and power of the investigation. These differences in design and analysis could account for some of the differences in data interpretation and conclusions across the two studies.
In the context of a blocked design, participants may have used visual feedback and reinforcement from the payoffs in the initial trials in the block to adjust their intended endpoint closer to the optimal location. This suggestion is consistent with the finding that participants require experience and feedback when first exposed to the rapid aiming task to aim closer to an optimal endpoint (Neyedli and Welsh 2013) . When participants in that study were first presented with the task of aiming to the overlapping target and penalty configuration, they aimed closer to target center than optimal. Over the course of 200 aiming trials, participants shifted their endpoint closer to the optimal location. Perhaps if participants had more extensive experience (i.e., Ͼ50 trials) in the two penalty conditions in the current study, then they may have been able to use feedback from the previous trials to adjust their chosen endpoint closer to the optimal endpoints. What is clear from the present results, however, is that in 100 trials, participants were not able to adapt sufficiently to the changing penalty, whereas they were able to adapt in the Distance block in the same time frame.
In a more recent paper, Trommershäuser et al. (2008) presented two different target/penalty configurations on a single trial that differed in MEG to determine whether participants could subsequently select the configuration with the larger gain. Participants had to aim rapidly to their chosen configuration and received points based on their endpoint. They found that participants selected the configuration with the larger MEG in the majority of trials.
More relevant for the present study, the pair of target penalty configurations that were presented changed in each trial; thus both penalty value and distance between the configurations changed from trial to trial (mixed-list design). Participants also performed a simple pointing-movement session, where they aimed to a single target/penalty configuration with the penalty value differing between blocks of trials (blocked design), a condition similar to the procedure used in the initial studies (Trommershäuser et al. 2003a, b,) . Because the main focus of the Trommershäuser et al. (2008) paper was to look at selection behavior (i.e., choice between the two configurations), there was no in-depth analysis of endpoint that could answer the question posed in the current paper regarding a mixed-list vs. blocked design for penalty value.
Visual inspection of the summary figure of endpoints from the simple pointing-movement session (blocked design) and the selection task (mixed-list design; see Fig. 2 in Trommershäuser et al. 2008) , however, shows that three out of six participants demonstrated a larger difference in endpoint between penalty values during the blocked pointing session than the mixed-list selection session. Importantly, during the mixedlist selection session, none of the participants shifted their endpoint much more than 0.5 mm between the low and high penalty conditions, whereas in the blocked pointing session, there were differences in endpoint of up to 2 mm between the low and high penalty conditions. Although these findings regarding endpoint were not the main purpose of Trommershäuser et al. (2008) and hence, not reported in detail, the cursory examination of endpoints is consistent with the findings of the present study.
It is important to note that the current study does not examine directly the trial-to-trial endpoint changes with changing penalty value; rather, it only assesses participants' endpoint selection when the penalty value changes from trial to trial, using averages across blocks of trials. This difference is a subtle yet important distinction, because a study that explores trial-by-trial changes in endpoint, although beyond the scope of the current paper, may elaborate on how reinforcement and feedback allow participants to adapt their endpoint on a trialby-trial basis, when penalty values are presented in blocks of trials. Furthermore, future research could use more than two penalty values to explore whether participants' endpoint-selection behavior differs across the value landscape. What is apparent from the current study is that when presented with two levels of a distance parameter (close and far trials) or penalty parameter (Ϫ100 and Ϫ600 point trials), which change from trial to trial, participants show large, more optimal differences in endpoint selection between the two parameter levels in the Distance condition and small, suboptimal differences in endpoint selection between the two parameter levels in the Penalty condition. This difference between the Distance and Penalty conditions will be discussed in the next section.
Differences in endpoint selection with changing distance and penalty parameters. There are numerous potential reasons for why participants aimed closer to the optimal endpoints in the Distance block relative to those in the Penalty block. One possible reason is that participants are able to weigh the probabilities (a function, in part, of the distance between the two circles) involved in the task more appropriately than the value information involved in the task. It is not clear why probability would have had a more veridical weighting, but perhaps during the training session, participants could better calibrate their endpoint variability with the probability of hitting the circles. Participants would need to weight accurately the probability of hitting each region to adapt their endpoints with the changing distance parameters. In contrast, in the Penalty block, participants may not have weighed the penalty values appropriately. In particular, they may have underweighted the consequence that the large penalty value (Ϫ600 points) would have on their total score. As discussed above, in previous experiments with blocked designs, participants may have used feedback from previous trials to weigh the values associated with the task more appropriately.
A second reason for the better endpoint adaptation in the Distance block is that the spatial properties of the environment play an important role in movement planning and are drawn more efficiently from the environment. Spatial information is linked tightly to movement planning in the dorsal visual stream in the parietal and premotor cortices (Cisek and Kalaska 2010; Goodale and Milner 1992) . In spite of the value of the penalty circle being clearly presented before the trial and reinforced by the shade of the penalty circle during the trial, the information still had to be interpreted through more perceptually and cognitively oriented systems, likely via the ventral visual stream, before influencing movement planning via the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (PFC) (Cisek and Kalaska 2010) . Therefore, the spatial information that conveyed probability information may have been more efficiently and/or rapidly integrated into the movement plan than the value information conveyed through text and color.
Many researchers who have investigated the neural representation of value with respect to movement have mainly examined action selection rather than action specification These and other studies demonstrate that there are correlates of the representation of value for action selection in the ventromedial PFC and dorsalmedial PFC, with the interparietal sulcus appearing to link valuation to motor output. More relevant to the current work, Wu et al. (2011) found distinct activation of the occipital cortex for probability (spatial) information and of the posterior cingulate cortex for value information when participants selected between two motor lotteries (i.e., movement targets associated with value).
Although it seems that the aforementioned areas are involved during the selection of action, it is not clear whether these representations of value affect the specification and parameterization of the selected movement. The paradigm in the current study examines probability and value-not through selection between competing actions but through the specification of a single action. It is therefore unclear what general mechanisms or neural substrates there are for incorporating value information into the specification of actions. Given the behavioral evidence in the current study that probability and value are treated differently for action specification, further exploration of the neural basis for this dissociation is a prospective area for further research.
Conclusion
The results of the present studies reveal that participants shift their endpoints when the probabilities are varied from trial to trial but do not adequately shift endpoints when the values associated with the aiming decision change. This finding indicates that participants' endpoint selection is not consistent with the MEG model of the rational decisionmaker when the values change from trial to trial. Participants may have been able to adapt to the changing probabilities associated with distance between the two circles, because spatial aspects of the task are an inherent property of the motor task and may be represented in brain areas that have more direct connections with motorplanning areas. In terms of changing penalty values, people may be able to adapt to different penalty values in blocked movement circumstances, because they may be able to use consistent feedback from previous trials to adapt their selection and aim to a more optimal mean endpoint (Neyedli and Welsh 2013) . Overall, the present data suggest that spatial probability information and value information have differential affects on the motor system, where the motor system cannot rapidly adapt to changing values in the action environment.
